A 2.45 GHz High Efficiency CMOS RF Energy Harvester with Adaptive Path Control
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Abstract: In this research work, a reconfigurable 2.45-GHz RF-DC converter realized in a 180-nm complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology is proposed to efficiently harvest electromagnetic energy. The proposed circuit is composed of a low-power path rectifier, a high-power path rectifier, and an adaptive path control (APC) circuit. The APC circuit is made-up of a comparator, two switches, and an inverter. The APC circuit senses the output voltages of the low-power path and the high-power path rectifiers and generates a control signal to automatically switch the proposed circuit between the lower-power path and the high-power path operation depending upon RF input power level. The proposed circuit obtains more than 20% measured power conversion efficiency (PCE) from −6 dBm to 11 dBm input power range with maximum efficiencies of 41% and 45% at 1 and 6 dBm input powers, respectively, for 5 kΩ load resistance. In addition, the proposed circuit shows excellent performance at 900 MHz and 5.8 GHz frequencies.
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1. Introduction

In the past decade, an unprecedented development has been witnessed in the field of wireless power transfer (WPT). There are two common types of WPT: (a) near-field (non-radiative) technique [1,2], and (b) far-field (radiative) technique [3,4]. In the near-field WPT, power is transferred by inductive coupling coils through magnetic field. The power transmission level of this technique ranges from micro-watt (µW) to kilo-watt (kW), and deals with the variety of applications including charging of mobile phones, smart watches, electric vehicles, and medical implants. However, the transmission distance covered by this approach is quite limited and power transfer degrades with the distance between coils [5]. Therefore, near-field technique cannot scale well in Internet-of-Things (IoT), where wireless sensor nodes receive power over wide outdoor and indoor environments [6]. On the contrary, far-field WPT technique transfers power through electromagnetic waves radiated by antenna over longer distance. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of a radio frequency (RF) energy harvesting system. An antenna receives the incoming RF signals and sends them to an off-chip Π-matching network (in this paper). The Π-matching network matches the antenna equivalent impedance with the input impedance of an RF-DC converter and ensures the maximum power transfer from antenna to the RF-DC converter. The RF-DC converter rectifies the RF signals and converts them into DC
power. RF signals are widely used for television/radio broadcasting systems, mobile communication, Bluetooth low-energy (BLE), and Wi-Fi networks [7–10]. RF energy can be scavenged anywhere and almost anytime and its feasibility has been practically verified from hardware implementation viewpoint [11–13]. However, RF received power is limited because of strong path loss [5], and limited maximum allowed RF transmitted power for human health problem regulations [14]. Therefore, it is a key challenge to design a high efficient RF-DC converter, which converts RF power into DC voltages, for limited RF received power. The performance of the RF-DC converter can be estimated by its power conversion efficiency (PCE) [15]. The PCE of the RF-DC converter is the useful DC power harvested by the RF-DC converter divided by the RF input power. In this paper, RF source of 2.45 GHz is chosen for harvesting by the RF-DC converter because this source is present in abundance because of the ubiquitous deployment of wireless systems, such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi for their high data speed [16].

A number of solutions have been reported to enhance the PCE of the RF-DC converter by compensating the threshold voltages of the rectifying devices in the RF-DC converter. An adaptive power harvester reported in [16] is composed of two differential sub-rectifiers and a control circuit. The control circuit senses the output voltages of the two sub-rectifiers and generates a control signal to switch the rectifier between series mode and parallel mode. In [17], a class-E synchronous rectifier is reported based on the time-reversal duality theory where class-E amplifier is transformed into class-E rectifier. This approach is different from other RF rectifiers which normally use voltage multiplier methods. Author in [18] presents a rectifier-booster regulator (RBR) with cross dipole antenna and full-wave matching network. The RBR converts the RF energy into dc voltage and boosts it. The resultant dc voltage is supplied to full-wave rectifier employing Cockcroft-Walton charge pump and Greinacher rectifier. The circuit in [19] presents analysis, modeling, and designing of a cross-coupled rectifier based on a discrete component matching network. Authors in [20,21] report maximum power point tracking (MPPT) technique to maintain high efficiency over extended input power range by selecting optimum number of rectifier stages based on RF input power levels. The circuit reported in [22] presents a dual-band rectifier utilizing internal threshold voltage cancellation technique to have low conduction loss of the rectifying devices. Reference [23] reports four different rectifier circuits in which optimum compensation voltages for the rectifying devices are generated by sub-threshold auxiliary transistors. A self-biasing technique reported in [24] consists of an off-chip resistive network to produce compensation voltage for rectifying devices. Large resistor value required to limit the leakage current occupies large area on the chip. In [25], a dual path differential CMOS rectifier utilizing adaptive control circuit is reported. The control circuit switches the rectifier between the high-power path and the lower-power path based-on the input power level. The limitation of this approach is that each cross-coupled rectifier path uses five stages which results more power loss. Moreover, NMOS switches are in the path of RF input signal which increase the parasitic capacitance causing more power loss. The circuit implemented in [26] presents a self-compensation scheme providing individual body biasing for triple-well NMOS transistors used as rectifying devices. However, triple-well MOS transistors are not available in all CMOS processes. Authors in [27] demonstrates a differential structure with cross-coupled configuration to compensate threshold voltage of the transistors and minimizes...
the leakage current through rectification chain. References [28–31] report cross-connected differential rectifiers with differential custom antenna. However, a PCB balun is required by differential circuit for single-ended to differential conversion or differential antenna. This causes large area on the printed circuit board (PCB) and results in additional cost.

This research work proposes a reconfigurable CMOS RF-DC converter utilizing a low-power path and a high-power path to efficiently harvest the electromagnetic energy from the ambient environment. An adaptive path control (APC) circuit switches the RF-DC converter between the low-power path and the high-power path depending upon the input power level which results in an improved PCE over wide power range. The proposed circuit significantly improves PCE compared to the previous published works over wide power range. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates operation principle of the proposed circuit. Section 3 describes the sub-blocks used in the proposed architecture. Section 4 presents the measurement results. Finally, Section 5 discusses the conclusion of the paper.

2. Proposed Reconfigurable RF-DC Converter

Figure 2 illustrates the basic concept applied in this proposed circuit. Figure 2a depicts PCE graph of a conventional rectifier that is designed to efficiently work at low-power level. The rectifier achieves high PCE over narrow input power level and its PCE starts to decrease with further increase in input power. On the other hand, Figure 2b shows PCE graph of high-power rectifier which obtains high PCE over narrow high-power range. Figure 2c displays PCE of a reconfigurable rectifier. The reconfigurable rectifier is actually a combination of the low-power rectifier and the high-power rectifier which maintains high PCE over wide input power range. In the reconfigurable rectifier, an adaptive path control (APC) circuit is required to automatically select the low-power rectifier or the high-power rectifier based on the input power level.

![Figure 2](image-url)

**Figure 2.** Conventional rectifier’s efficiencies: (a) at low-power; (b) at high-power; and (c) proposed reconfigurable rectifier’s efficiency.

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the proposed RF-DC converter. A dual path scheme is implemented in the proposed circuit i.e., a low-power path and a high-power path. The low-power path rectifier and the high-power path rectifier are composed of low-threshold voltage (LVT) transistors and high-threshold-voltage (HVT) transistors, respectively. The low-power path rectifier exhibits low input impedance than the high-power path rectifier, courtesy LVT transistors, and harvests more power at low input power level. On the other hand, when input power is increased, the high-power path rectifier harvests more power courtesy HVT transistors. This will be explained in the next section that how LVT and HVT transistors harvest more power at low power and high power, respectively. Each path uses the same rectifier structure but with different transistors in nature. An adaptive path control (APC) circuit is used for the automatic path selection between the two paths based on the input power levels. The APC circuit is composed of a hysteresis common-gate comparator, two PMOS switches (S1 and S2), and an inverter. The comparator compares the outputs of the two paths and activates the switches S1 or S2 based on the input power level.
Figure 3. Block diagram of the proposed RF-DC converter.

Figure 4 illustrates the working operation of the proposed circuit. Figure 4a depicts the operation of the low-power path rectifier. At low input power level, the low-power path rectifier harvests more power and produces relatively high voltage ($V_L$) as compared to the output voltage ($V_H$) of the high-power path rectifier. The comparator compares $V_L$ and $V_H$ and produces low output voltage ($VCMP = L$) while the inverter produces high output voltage (H). This process makes the switch $S_1$ conductive while the switch $S_2$ non-conductive and activates the low-power path operation. Therefore, as long as $V_L$ is higher than the $V_H$, the low-power path rectifier harvests power and delivers to the load that eventually improves the PCE of the low-power path rectifier. Figure 4b shows the working operation of the high-power path rectifier. At high input power conditions, the high-power path rectifier harvests more power than the low-power path rectifier and $V_H$ becomes higher than the $V_L$. This makes output voltage of comparator high ($VCMP = H$) while output of the inverter low (L). This process makes the switch $S_1$ non-conductive while the switch $S_2$ conductive and activates the high-power path operation. Therefore, as long as $V_H$ is higher than the $V_L$, the high-power path rectifier harvests power and delivers to the load that eventually improves the PCE of the high-power path rectifier. In this way, the overall performance of the proposed circuit increases and a high PCE can be maintained over extended input power range. Figure 5 shows the flowchart of the proposed reconfigurable RF-DC converter.

Figure 4. Proposed RF-DC converter with (a) operation of low-power path rectifier; and (b) operation of high-power path rectifier.
3. Circuit Description

3.1. Rectifier Design

Figure 6 shows the circuit diagram of the rectifier used for both low-power path and high-power path with different transistors in nature. The low-power path rectifier utilizes low-threshold voltage (LVT) transistors to achieve high PCE and better sensitivity at low input power because LVT transistors have thin gate-oxide and require low voltage at their gate terminal to turn-on. Also, leakage current is not increased through LVT transistors when they are reverse biased. However, LVT transistors do not efficiently operate at high input power as leakage current significantly affects their performance when they are reverse biased. Moreover, there is a chance of breakdown of LVT transistors when high voltage is applied at their gate terminal. On contrary, the high-power path rectifier utilizes high-threshold voltage (HVT) transistors for better PCE at high input power. The HVT transistors have thick gate-oxide and require high voltage at their gate terminal to turn-on. At low input power level, the high-power path rectifier is disabled as it exhibits high input impedance due to HVT transistors. The main rectification body of the proposed rectifier is formed by using one NMOS transistor (M_N) and one PMOS transistor (M_P). The auxiliary transistors M_1, M_2, and M_3 operating in sub-threshold region are used to provide optimum gate-source compensation voltage to the transistors M_N and M_P of the main rectification chain. In low-power path rectifier, widths of M_N and M_P are chosen 8 µm and 16 µm, respectively, while their channel length is set to be minimum. The sizes (W/L) of the auxiliary transistors M_1, M_2, and M_3 are selected to be (1 µm/8 µm), (1 µm/4 µm), and (1 µm/2 µm), respectively. The value of the coupling capacitor C_IN and the storage capacitors (C_s1 and C_s2) are set to be 400 fF and 1 pF, respectively. In high-power path rectifier, widths of M_N and M_P are selected to be 20 µm and 40 µm, respectively, while their channel length is set to be minimum (i.e., 600 nm). The sizes of M_1, M_2, and M_3 are chosen (2 µm/12 µm), (2 µm/6 µm), and (2 µm/3 µm), respectively. The value of C_IN and the storage capacitors (C_s1 and C_s2) are selected to be 500 fF and 2 pF, respectively.
where \( V \) is the overdrive voltage of the \( M_P \), the voltage developed across \( C_s3 \) is given by:

\[
V_{cs3} = \frac{V_{dd}}{2} - V_{thN} - \frac{V_{dd}}{2}
\]

By applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law during discharging phase without any loss. By applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law during discharging phase (Figure 7b), the voltage appeared across \( C_s3 \) during discharging phase without any loss. By applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law during discharging phase (Figure 7b), the voltage appeared across \( C_s3 \) is given by:

\[
V_{RECT} = V_{IN} - V_{C_{IN}} - V_{dp}
\]

Figure 6 shows the working principle of the proposed rectifier. During charging phase (Figure 7a), the transistor \( M_P \) enters into non-conducting mode and charging of the coupling capacitor \( C_s3 \) starts. By applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law in charging phase, the voltage appeared across \( C_s2 \) is:

\[
V_{C_{IN}} = -V_{IN} + V_{dn}
\]

where \( V_{IN} \) is the peak amplitude of the RF input voltage, and \( V_{dn} \) is the voltage drop across \( M_N \) because of threshold voltage. If \( C_{IN} \) is considered an ideal capacitor, then whole charge will be delivered to \( C_s3 \) during discharging phase without any loss. By applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law during discharging phase (Figure 7b), the voltage developed across \( C_s3 \) is given by:

\[
V_{RECT} = V_{IN} - V_{C_{IN}} - V_{dp}
\]

By substituting (2) into (3), \( V_{RECT} \) can be written as:

\[
V_{RECT} = 2V_{IN} - V_{dn} - V_{dp}
\]
where $V_{dp}$ is the voltage drop due to threshold voltage across $M_P$. From (4), it is clear that threshold voltages of $M_N$ and $M_P$ are the dominant factors in the reduction of output voltage ($V_{RECT}$) of the rectifier. Therefore, proper sizing of the auxiliary transistors compensate the threshold voltages of $M_N$ and $M_P$ and enhances the performance of the rectifier.

As the power harvested from the ambient environment is limited, designing a low-power adaptive path control (APC) circuit is one of the major issues. The APC circuit is composed of a common-gate comparator, two PMOS switches ($S_1$ and $S_2$), and an inverter. Since the switches introduce power loss due to their series resistance, large and optimum sizes of the switches are set to be chosen for low series resistance to exhibit minimum conduction loss. The comparator, being the main part, is shown in Figure 8. Circuit configuration of the proposed comparator is similar to the comparator used in [25]. The comparator is made up of LVT transistors and HVT transistors. The reason of using different threshold voltage transistors is to generate an offset voltage so that dual path is appropriately selected by the comparator. The comparator takes current from outputs of both low-power path rectifier and the high-power path rectifier. At low input supply conditions, the comparator operates in sub-threshold region and its current consumption with respect to $V_L$ exhibits exponential growth which is almost negligible. Furthermore, HVT transistors with low current conduction capability decrease the power consumption of the comparator. Even at high input power level, the current consumption of the comparator is less than 1 µA resulting only 1.8% of the output current of the RF-DC converter.
4. Measurement Results

4.1. Microphotograph and Measurement Environment

The proposed circuit is fabricated in 180 nm CMOS technology. The microphotograph of the fabricated chip is shown in Figure 9a. The fabricated chip occupies 325 µm × 455 µm (active area), excluding the pads. The chip is packaged and soldered onto a FR-4 PCB board. Figure 9b shows the measurement setup and the chip is tested with a single-tone sinusoidal signal of 2.45 GHz generated by the signal generator (Agilent E4438C). The output DC voltage is calculated by a digital multimeter and an oscilloscope. An off-chip impedance matching circuit has been implemented between the fabricated chip and the 50-Ω signal generator. The impedance matching circuit boosts incoming sinusoidal voltage and sends to the chip. There are many factors that affect the overall performance of the converter. For instance, the PCB traces losses, reflection losses between the RF-DC converter and impedance matching circuit, and impedance matching circuit losses caused by passive elements. After excluding these losses, net input power is calculated that is given to the chip. The PCE of the proposed RF-DC converter can be calculated using following the equation [33].

\[
\eta = \frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{in}}} = \frac{V_{\text{OUT}}^2}{R_L \times P_{\text{in}}} \times 100\%
\]

(5)

where \(P_{\text{in}}\) is the net input power given to converter, \(R_L\) is the resistive load, and \(V_{\text{OUT}}\) is the output voltage.

![Chip microphotograph](image1)

![Measurement setup](image2)

Figure 9. (a) Chip microphotograph, (b) Measurement setup to test the chip.

4.2. Performance Measurement

Figure 10 shows the input reflection co-efficient, \(|S_{11}|\), for the RF-DC converter. The measured value of \(|S_{11}|\) at 2.45 GHz is −44.268 dB at 5 kΩ load resistance, which shows the excellent matching. Figure 11 shows simulated and measured value of \(|S_{11}|\) at different load resistances. Figure 11a–c shows simulated \(|S_{11}|\) values of (−47.7 dB, −33.7 dB, and −27.42 dB) and measured \(|S_{11}|\) values of (−44.268 dB, −29.252 dB, and −24.658 dB) at load resistances of 5 kΩ, 10 kΩ, and 20 kΩ, respectively.
The performance of the RF-DC converter is measured by its PCE and output DC voltage. The performance of the low-power path rectifier and the high-power path rectifier are checked separately by using two off-chip control pins namely LP_ENB and HP_ENB. When LP_ENB is high and HP_ENB is low, the low-power path is enabled, whereas when LP_ENB is low and HP_ENB is high, the high-power path rectifier is enabled. When LP_ENB is high and HP_ENB is low, the high-power path is enabled. The performance of the RF-DC converter is measured by its PCE and output DC voltage. The simulated and measured $|S_{11}|$ for RF-DC converter at 5 kΩ load is shown in Figure 10.

![Figure 10. Measured input reflection co-efficient, $|S_{11}|$, for RF-DC converter at 5 kΩ load.](image)

Figure 10. Measured input reflection co-efficient, $|S_{11}|$, for RF-DC converter at 5 kΩ load.

The simulated and measured $|S_{11}|$ for RF-DC converter at (a) 5 kΩ; (b) 10 kΩ; and (c) 20 kΩ load is shown in Figure 11.

![Figure 11. Simulated and measured $|S_{11}|$ for RF-DC converter at (a) 5 kΩ; (b) 10 kΩ; and (c) 20 kΩ load.](image)

Figure 11. Simulated and measured $|S_{11}|$ for RF-DC converter at (a) 5 kΩ; (b) 10 kΩ; and (c) 20 kΩ load.
low, the low-power path is enabled, whereas when LP_ENB is low and HP_ENB is high, the high-power path is enabled. When both LP_ENB and HP_ENB are connected to high voltage, the proposed circuit operates in the adaptive path selection mode.

Figure 12a shows measured PCE of the proposed circuit as a function of input power for 5 kΩ load resistance. Measurement results show that low-power path rectifier achieves high PCE than the high-power path rectifier from −6 dBm to 2 dBm input power range with peak PCE of 42% at 1 dBm, courtesy LVT transistors. However, PCE of the low-power path rectifier starts decreasing with further increase in the input power. Similarly, high-power path rectifier initially has low PCE at low input power but its PCE starts increasing with the increase in the input power. The high-power path rectifier obtains high PCE than the low-power path rectifier from 3 dBm to 12 dBm input power range with peak PCE of 46.5% at 6 dBm. The adaptive path control (APC) circuit senses the output voltages ($V_H$ and $V_L$) of the two paths and automatically switches the circuit between the two paths. In this way, the proposed dual-path RF-DC converter maintains high PCE over extended input power range with peak efficiencies of 41% and 45% at 1 dBm and 6 dBm input powers, respectively. Figure 12b depicts measured output DC voltage of the proposed circuit as a function of input power for 5 kΩ load. The low-power path rectifier has high output DC voltage than the high-power path rectifier from −6 dBm to 2 dBm input power range. From 3 dBm onward, high-power path rectifier has high output DC voltage than the low-power path rectifier. Figure 13 shows the simulated and measured PCE and output DC voltage of the proposed circuit for 5 kΩ load. The measured results reduced a little compared to the simulation results due to parasitic effects and manual welding process.

![Figure 12](image-url)
Figure 13. Simulated and measured results of the proposed circuit for 5 kΩ load. (a) PCE; and (b) output DC voltage.

Figure 14. Simulated and measured results of the proposed circuit for different loads. (a) PCE; and (b) output DC voltage.

Figure 15a presents simulated and measured PCE of the proposed circuit at different frequencies for 5 kΩ load. The proposed circuit displays superior PCE at 2.45 GHz (as it is designed and optimized for 2.45 GHz) compared to other frequencies of 900 MHz and 5.8 GHz. At 900 MHz, the proposed circuit achieves maximum simulated efficiencies of (41.9% and 38.9%) and measured efficiencies of (41% and 38%) at input powers of (~3 dBm and 1 dBm). While at 5.8 GHz, the maximum simulated and measured efficiencies of 24.6% and 23.12%, respectively, are obtained at 4 dBm input power. Figure 15b shows simulated and measured output DC voltage at different frequencies across 5 kΩ load.
The proposed structure is achieved through the adaptive path control circuit, which switches the converter between the low-power path and the high-power path to ensure efficient power sweep. For 5 kΩ load, the proposed circuit maintains PCE levels above 20% across the 6-11 dBm input power range. Moreover, the proposed circuit maintains more than 20% PCE from −6 to 11 dBm input power range. However, the circuits reported in [18,33] obtain higher PCE at higher input power than this work, while the circuit reported in [19] achieves higher PCE at lower input power in comparison to the proposed work at 2.45 GHz frequency.

### 4.3. Comparison with Published Works

Table 1 provides a summary of performance parameters of the proposed circuit and compares it with recent published works. The proposed circuit, despite being a single-ended structure and not depending on a PCB balun, demonstrates relatively better performance than the reported works. Courtesy to dual-path adaptive structure, the proposed circuit obtains high PCE over wide input power range. The proposed circuit consists of a dual-path adaptive structure, the proposed circuit obtains high PCE over wide input power range. The proposed circuit demonstrates relatively better performance than the reported works.

#### Table 1. Performance summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Peak PCE and at different input power levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCAS-II-20</td>
<td>2.45 GHz</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>MPPT</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMTT-16</td>
<td>2.40 GHz</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMTT-19</td>
<td>2.40 GHz</td>
<td>Class E</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSSC-19</td>
<td>2.45 GHz</td>
<td>RBR</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPE-18</td>
<td>0.90 GHz</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISOCC-18</td>
<td>0.7–0.9 GHz</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### 5. Conclusions

This paper presents a reconfigurable 2.45-GHz RF-DC power converter to efficiently harvest electromagnetic energy over extended input power range. The proposed circuit consists of a dual-path structure, i.e., a low-power path and a high-power path, and an adaptive path control circuit. The adaptive path control circuit switches the converter between the low-power path and the high-power path to...
transfer the harvested power to the output based on the input power level. The proposed structure has been designed and implemented in a 180-nm CMOS technology. The measured PCE is above 20% ranging from −6 to 11 dBm with maximum efficiencies of 41% and 45% at 1 and 6 dBm input powers, respectively, for 5 kΩ resistive load. Moreover, the proposed circuit performs well at 900 MHz and 5.8 GHz frequencies.
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